
Revolutionary Flame Spray Coating Technology
The Spartacus is a lightweight, portable, versatile one man operation. Ideal for coating concrete 
flooring, in manufacturing, industrial, water treatment facilities, chemical plants, parking  
garage, airports and swimming pools. Coatings applied with Spartacus provide a smooth 
flexible coating that is resistant to chemicals, salt, chipping, cracking and scratching.  

UV stable for outdoor applications, cure in seconds and are extremely  
durable. Our coatings are exceptionally beneficial for substrates that  
are susceptible to acid, sulfates, corrosion and chemicals. 

SPARTACUS

Powered by Standard 
Propane Gas Tank &

For more information regarding pool 
coating contact ecopoolfinish.com

Spartacus Special Features

Venturi Block
Allows user to see and easily 

adjust powder and air flow volume

Controls
Located on the outside 
for easy accessibility

Quick Click Attachment
For gas hose and gun attachments

Large wheels for easy field movement

Screen
Screen filter for 
 medium purity

A HYBRID is born...
Introducing the most advanced gun for Spartacus. This latest technology 
provides a wider, knife like spray pattern, increasing coverage area  
with enhanced blending. CENTURION flame spray coater was specifically 
designed to produce a polymeric coating using our IBIX thermal plastic 
powder. The finishes are easily applied with our proven installation  
methods, providing a smooth and durable astoundingly beautiful  
finish, that will last for many years. 

Wider Spray Pattern

- Spray pattern over 4-5” wide

- Three to four times as wide as the Standard High Flow gun

- Faster spraying and more uniform layers

- More consistent overlapping of passes

- no powder “lines” or “stripes”

- minimize the risk of unmolten powder with air trapped in the coating

We are committed to 
protecting the environment 

for the next generation

Virtually Eliminates Traditional Plaster or Paint Coatings

Unlike traditional coatings such as paint, our coatings are repairable.  
IBIX flame spray coating powder is a thermal Plastic Coating applied  
pneumatically. The raw materials, in a dry powder form is propelled through  
a gun-type applicator and heated onto the surface. Material dries almost  
instantaneously and is more durable than any traditional coating materials. 

SPARTACUS Provides...
- Long lasting protective coatings for concrete surfaces,  
  exceptional protection for harsh environments 

- Ecological, UV resistant, anti-osmotic, flexible & repairable
- Thermoplastic coating powders specifically formulated for  
 concrete surfaces

- Perfect adhesion due to special epoxy  
 primer sealing the substrate 

- Proven coating cycle

- No curing, no drying: 
 coated surface is ready  
 for immediate service

- Average coating coverage; 
 400 sq. ft. per hr.

- Polymer Blue AQUA material  
 is NSF 61 water compliant

- VOC free

1 Year Manufacturers Warranty
on All IBIX Equipment

Spartacus Wide Variety  
of Application Guns

Available 
with Handle or

Large 
High Flow

Small - Repair

Medium

Dimensions
Width:  27.56 in (700 mm) 
Length:  25.59 in (750 mm) 
Height:  21.34 in (1050 mm)

IB-VRK220-USA
Compressor  

Includes Patent Drying  
Water Separator Hydro-SEP

Patent 
Pending

Standard Guns
The Ultimate Industrial Grade 
Professional Coating System 
for Harsh Surface Environments
IBIX Polymer and Epoxy’s are engineered to work  
in conjuction with Spartacus flame coater, creating 
the most durable coatings imaginable even in the  
most aggresive, challenging locations.

NEW CENTURION

No Handle
Two-Hand Operation

Ask about our 
New Turbo Hi-Pro 60

Blast Unit




